
Phase / vibe tones in a small pedal format. An all analog circuit featuring 4 OTA stages with selectable 
frequency peaks (voicing switch) for classic phaser sounds or swirling rotary-type effect.  
A carefully designed half sine / half triangle LFO gives proper modulation vs. time control not found in conventional 
phaser pedals. In phaser mode the interactive depth and feedback controls allow the pedal to morph from a mild 
sweep of a 2 stage phaser to a deep mind-blowing phase shi�er on the verge of oscillation. In vibe mode the 
feedback control emulates the change of the rotating speaker and cabinet dimensions which in result gives different 
frequency response on the rotary, moving sound. 
We have also added an expression pedal / tap tempo input jack for extreme versatility and control in a live situation.

Controls:
Volume: master volume of the pedal.
Depth: controls the depth/intensity of phaser/ vibe.
Feedback: Sets the feedback and voicing of modulated signal.
Speed: Sets the speed of the LFO. From 0,05Hz (min) to 13Hz (max)
Expression pedal / tap tempo input: You can use this input to connect an expression pedal or an external tap 
tempo pedal to control the speed of the LFO. Before plugging in a pedal unscrew bottom plate and locate a mini 
pcb switch near the xp/tap input. Set it in the up (T) position to connect an external tap tempo pedal or down (X) 
position for an expression pedal. The expression pedal must be up to 50k linear taper. Use the speed knob to set 
the minimum and maximum rate of the expression pedal.
Depth trim: locate the trim hole above the xp/tap pcb switch. Use a mini cross screwdriver to adjust maximum 
depth of the modulated signal.
Bypass Footswitch: True bypass your effect.

Built with the highest quality components available, operates with external 9-12V DC regulated power supply 
( - center, + ring ). Max current consumption 13 mA @ 9V DC.
Using a power supply of +15V DC or more may cause severe damage to the pedal and void warranty.

Warranty: SP.T. comes with 5 years warranty for all internal parts.

Contact info:
info@crazytubecircuits.com
Visit our website:
www.crazytubecircuits.com

 


